
ABSTRACT 
The goal of this document is to (a) provide IT administrators and operational staff with an understanding 
of the integration of NetApp® shared storage together with BMC Atrium Orchestrator automation using 
the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage, and (b) provide decision makers 
with an understanding of the complexity, thus reducing implementation risk. The document covers the 
setup of storage services and their consumption using BMC workflows. A standard workflow to provision 
storage is created from scratch to enable rapid cloning for template-based provisioning patterns as well 
as development and testing. 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The combination of NetApp shared storage and BMC Atrium Orchestrator with BMC Atrium Orchestrator 
Application Adapter for NetApp Storage addresses agility, flexibility, high efficiency, and repeatability 
according to industry best practices on both the management and the storage infrastructure layer. The 
unique value of this combination is highlighted for the provisioning of NAS-based storage from scratch and a 
template-based provisioning pattern exploiting NetApp FlexClone® technology. 

The goal of this document is threefold: 

1. Demonstrate the interaction of NetApp shared storage infrastructure and its management components 
with BMC Atrium Orchestrator. It shows how to exploit the NetApp Provisioning Manager and storage 
controller API using the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage. 

2. Describe the concept and setup of storage services and highlight its usefulness in a large infrastructure. 
This abstraction simplifies storage provisioning in complex and growing environments and hides the 
technical complexity behind a simple, service-oriented interface. Independent of physical storage 
controller boundaries, storage services can allocate storage resources to efficiently operate fully 
virtualized ITaaS environments. 

3. Demonstrate on-demand storage provisioning using storage services and workflows defined in BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator. A basic NAS provisioning workflow is extended to run fully automated and return 
required information for storage resource identification. Based on this information, a cloning workflow 
for rapid provisioning is shown. 

2 INTRODUCTION 
This document addresses the integration of the NetApp Provisioning Manager with the data center 
automation software BMC Atrium Orchestrator. The primary focus is on combining the value of a virtualized, 
highly efficient NetApp shared storage infrastructure with the value of a highly automated data center. 

This document assumes a basic understanding of the concepts and technologies of NetApp and BMC 
software products. 

CHALLENGES IN THE DATA CENTER 

Management and operation of today’s data center are subject to dramatic change. Data centers and IT 
departments are turning toward service organizations for uniting conflicting requirements and trends. They 
are expected to offer IT as a service in a flexible, managed, secure, but also instantaneous and cost-efficient 
manner. This means efficient allocation of resources in each layer in the IT stack and their coordination to 
meet business demands with the ability to rapidly adapt future changes. 

To achieve cost-efficiency, consolidation, and agility, the goal is to have a highly efficient, shared 
infrastructure with the ability to deliver the appropriate amount of secure resources independent of physical 
boundaries. 

To produce these benefits, applications can consume components of the IT stack in a flexible manner rather 
than being tied to dedicated IT components. As a consequence, this consolidation increases flexibility and 
efficiency by reclaiming unused capacity and making it reusable. 

Figure 1 visualizes this evolution from a silo-centric view of an IT stack to a flexible dynamic data center for 
the consolidated execution of different applications on the same shared infrastructure. 
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Figure 1) Challenges in the data center: from silos to a dynamic data center. 

Within this transition, the challenges in Table 1 need to be resolved to achieve a dynamic data center.  

Table 1) Storage challenges addressed with NetApp solutions. 

Cloud Challenges NetApp Solutions 

Storage provisioning  NetApp Provisioning Manager. Pool-centric storage management and 
provisioning independent of physical machine boundaries. 

Dynamic infrastructure,  
flexibility  

NetApp Data Motion™, MultiStore®. Flexibility for management and optimal 
load/capacity rebalancing in growing cloud environments without downtime. 

Reporting and conformance 
NetApp Operations Manager with NetApp Manageability SDK. Centrally monitor 
and manage enterprise data centers with capabilities to integrate into existing 
environments. 

Data protection NetApp Snapshot™, SnapMirror®. Instant data protection and backup 
capabilities for protection of cloud environments. 

SLA management NetApp Provisioning Manager. Quality of service-centric storage provisioning 
and management. 

Multitenancy  MultiStore (VFiler™)  

Automation Open management, NetApp Manageability SDK. Allows easy integration with 
third-party and home-grown management software. 

Storage efficiency 
NetApp Data ONTAP®. A bundle of NetApp technologies compensating floor 
space, power, and management consumption even in the face of massive data 
growth. 

 
A flexible management layer is necessary to assure the delivery of orchestrated IT services at certain 
service levels. A high degree of automation combined with standardized industry best practices creates a 
documented and repeatable end-to-end service delivery. The flexible management layer provides self-
service interfaces for customers and is the central management tool for the entire service lifetime, from 
instant service delivery to service deprovisioning.  

To master this challenge, the powerful orchestration solution BMC Atrium Orchestrator is used to fully 
integrate components for comprehensive service management. 
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3 USE CASES 
This section describes a use case at a service provider who provides, operates, and maintains a huge 
amount of business applications using services. The services are provided through a fully virtualized IT 
stack, and when requested by a customer, an instance of the customer application is instantiated. 

An automated and integrated service delivery framework is implemented using BMC Atrium Orchestrator 
with a virtualized NetApp shared storage infrastructure. The result is a served IT infrastructure in a fully 
virtualized IT fabric. Along the full IT stack, the interplay of involved components is controlled by BMC Atrium 
Orchestrator workflows. 

Our service provider runs data centers at more than two locations and runs applications at the primary site. 
He specifies details such as the needed amount of IOPS, configurations, and how storage is attached for 
the desired applications. 

To prevent risks of data loss, his default strategy to protect data is to mirror the primary data to a separate 
location. Mirrored data is then backed up at the mirror site. The resulting data locations are as follows: 

• Location A: Primary storage 
• Location B: Mirrored storage and backup storage 

The services are executed at location A. Storage is served differently depending on the service level of the 
served application. In the example, this is the Gold service. The data at the primary site is mirrored and 
backed up at location B. 

 
Figure 2) Protection policy for the sample hosting provider.  

The service provider internally orchestrates the IT resources from different service categories. For simplicity, 
he uses a similar naming scheme for the internal provisioning of instances according to the application 
service levels. Thus, he uses the Gold storage service for his Gold customer and so forth. Table 2 illustrates 
the concept of storage services with different attributes. For concrete scenarios, they can be configured as 
needed with meaningful naming schemes. 

Table 2) Sample storage service levels used in this document. 

Service Level Served Performance Disaster Recovery Backup Dedicated 

Gold High Yes Mirror (every 10 min) + 
backup (30-day retention) 

Shared - 
multitenancy 

Silver Medium to high No Backup (every 24-hour, 
30-day retention) 

Shared - 
multitenancy 

Bronze Best effort No Local backup Shared - 
multitenancy 

At the involved locations, the hosting provider identified available storage resources on existing investments 
that satisfy the requirements. He rolls out NetApp Provisioning Manager supporting the storage service 
management interface and BMC Atrium Orchestrator with the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter 
for NetApp Storage. 
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Over time, the service-oriented consumption model of storage becomes more appealing as his service 
business grows, and the service provider extends his shared storage infrastructure with application 
demands. Starting initially with a limited environment, he adapts his shared storage infrastructure to make 
sure cost-efficiency and responsiveness are achieved. 

FOCUS ON STORAGE PROVISIONING 

In this use case, the focus is on configuring and providing storage for IT services using the storage services 
abstraction of NetApp Provisioning Manager 4.0. The role of this component and its interplay with BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator is highlighted in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3) IT service delivery through a shared IT infrastructure. 

The use case in BMC Atrium Orchestrator is expressed by a workflow. A workflow is a sequence of actions 
with branches that implements a use case. In our case, the workflows enable you to provide and consume 
storage resources by means of storage services provided by NetApp Provisioning Manager. 

3.1 USE CASE 1: ON-DEMAND STORAGE PROVISIONING FOR VM-HYPERVISORS AND 
VIRTUAL MACHINE/GUEST PARTITION 

This use case focuses on storage provisioning. Most often the storage might be consumed by a virtual 
machine hypervisor. However it might also be attached to a single instance of a virtual machine or a guest 
partition. A request for provisioning a complete ITaaS instance embeds the storage provisioning while 
allocating resources on all layers of the IT stack. In the following, the focus is on the storage side. 

We assume that the overall provisioning process of an IT service requires some parameters for storage 
provisioning. Some of these parameters might also be static values. 

• Protocol to access the storage resource 
• Host ID/name or IP where the storage is provisioned 
• Service quality (Gold/Silver/Bronze) for the new storage resource 
• Name for the new storage resource 
• Size of the new storage resource 

As a result, the storage provisioning workflow returns necessary details to: 

• Attach the storage resources to the virtual machine hypervisor, virtual machine, or guest partition 
• Track and maintain resource usage in the Atrium Configuration and Management Database (CMDB) 
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3.2 USE CASE 2: TEMPLATE-BASED PROVISIONING AND DEV/TEST 
To save time and resources, our sample service provider uses a configured instance of a service application 
as a preconfigured template that instantiates quickly by use of NetApp FlexClone technology. FlexClone 
provides an instant, resource-efficient copy. 

In a post-processing phase, our sample service provider customizes a clone of the template to meet the 
demands of his customer. He uses a similar approach to try the compatibility of software updates or 
developed enhancements. He optimistically executes or imports them against cloned instances without 
endangering customer data integrity or service level. Once success is reached, he can repeat this procedure 
on production instances. 

Provisioning storage from a template using cloning requires a unique identity of the resources that are about 
to be cloned. Similar to the provisioning from scratch, this procedure needs to return the necessary details 
to: 

• Attach the storage resources 
• Track and maintain resource usage in the Atrium Configuration and Management Database (CMDB) 
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4 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AND INTEGRATION 
This section describes the integration of the individual software components to implement the storage 
provisioning. The focus of the BMC Atrium Orchestrator is to automate IT processes and reduce manual 
activity. It orchestrates across the functions of multiple technology management frameworks for the 
execution of the end-to-end workflow. Adapters interface between BMC workflows, IT components, and 
management frameworks. In a workflow, storage, such as an NFS volume, is provisioned, and then access 
credentials are used by another third-party management component, which then hands those credentials to 
the consumers of the storage. 

Figure 4 highlights the interplay of the following components: 

• BMC Atrium Orchestrator. The BMC Atrium Orchestrator receives service requests for the 
instantiation of an ITaaS instance. It triggers activities to acquire resources in the IT stack. 

• BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage. This adapter bridges the BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator and the NetApp shared storage infrastructure. 

• NetApp Provisioning Manager and shared storage infrastructure. This infrastructure provides 
efficient storage and management capabilities. Open management interfaces are well-defined, 
described using industry standards, and allow for easy integration. 

 

 
Figure 4) Interaction of BMC Atrium Orchestrator, NetApp Provisioning Manager, and a NetApp shared storage 
infrastructure. 
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4.1 NETAPP OPERATIONS MANAGER 
NetApp Operations Manager delivers comprehensive monitoring and management for NetApp storage. It 
provides alerts, reports, performance, and configuration tools to keep the NetApp storage infrastructure in 
line with business requirements for maximum availability and efficiency.  

NetApp Operations Manager provides a single human interface and an application programming interface 
(API) for integration with other management software. The API uses well-defined XML objects for 
communication, which provides transparency and interoperability. For easy integration, NetApp provides 
libraries for all major programming languages exploiting the DataFabric® Manager API.  

NetApp Operations Manager is the basis for the management software NetApp Provisioning Manager and 
NetApp Protection Manager. The DataFabric Manager API of NetApp Operations Manager integrates the 
API calls for Provisioning Manager and Protection Manager, combining the functionality into a single 
integrated API. 

NETAPP PROVISIONING MANAGER 

NetApp Provisioning Manager focuses on fast and efficient provisioning of storage resources in the NetApp 
storage infrastructure. It speeds up provisioning workflows and boosts capacity utilization using policy-based 
automation for the entire NetApp SAN and NAS infrastructure. These processes are: 

• Faster than manually provisioning storage 
• Easier to maintain than scripts 
• Instrumental in minimizing the risk of data loss due to misconfigured storage 

Provisioning Manager applies user-defined policies to consistently select the appropriate resources for each 
provisioning activity. This frees administrators from the headache of searching for available space to 
provision and allows more time for strategic issues. The use of a centralized management console allows 
administrators to monitor the status of their provisioned storage resources. 

Provisioning Manager can help improve business agility and capacity utilization, shrink provisioning time, 
and improve administrator productivity. Provisioning Manager’s thin provisioning and deduplication 
capabilities provide a high level of storage efficiency from your NetApp storage investment. 

Read more about NetApp Provisioning Manager at www.netapp.com/us/products/management-
software/provisioning.html. 

NETAPP PROTECTION MANAGER 

Protection Manager is centralized data protection software that provides end-to-end, policy-based 
management. It simplifies common data protection tasks and automates management across Snapshot, 
SnapMirror, SnapManager®, SnapVault®, and Open Systems SnapVault operations. It automates protecting 
provisioned storage and provides global policy-based management, monitoring, and alerting. 

Read more about NetApp Protection Manager at www.netapp.com/us/products/management-
software/protection.html. 

STORAGE SERVICES 

Storage services simplify the use and setup of storage resources characterized by common properties and 
policies. Thus, the term storage service describes on-demand consumption of storage resources with a 
certain service level. Consumption is characterized by specifying a required service level rather than 
specifying details of lower management levels such as controller, and so on. 

Storage services abstract can include arbitrary numbers of controllers in the service delivery. They hide the 
complexity of the NetApp shared storage infrastructure and simplify data management to handle a growing 
infrastructure. Provisioning Manager uses the NetApp shared storage infrastructure to provide storage on 
demand, fulfilling the request service levels. By automating storage infrastructure-related tasks, Provisioning 
Manager reduces administrative effort and the risk of manual failures. 

http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/provisioning.html�
http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/provisioning.html�
http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/protection.html�
http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/protection.html�
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Technically, a storage service is a bundle of policies and resource pools that describe how to attach storage, 
how to protect data, and which pools of storage controllers participate.  

• Protection policies describe how to protect data. 
• Provisioning policies describe how through which protocol storage is made available. 
• Resource pools group storage controllers that share common qualities. Resource pools can be 

extended with ease to handling growing data needs. 

The storage service acts as a template for repeating storage requests of a certain kind. In order to provision 
storage using a storage service, a data set is first generated from it. This data set inherits the properties of 
the storage service it was made from but has an individual name. Storage resources such as LUNs or 
qtrees are then provisioned in the data set. 

SERVICE CATALOG OF STORAGE SERVICES 

Within NetApp Provisioning Manager, storage services are organized in a browsable service catalog. 
Services can be selected from this catalog when new storage is about to be provisioned. New services can 
be created easily to address the needs of the application that should be executed.  

The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage exploits the storage services 
abstraction to allocate NetApp storage in BMC provisioning workflows. Using the DataFabric Manager API 
4.0 interface, the storage service catalog and storage service can be browsed and requested from the BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage. 

Provisioning Manager provides the requested storage service efficiently and sorts out all the details. It 
monitors resource consumption and the fulfillment of storage service levels, and it can react to changing 
storage demands. 

4.2 BMC ATRIUM ORCHESTRATOR 
With BMC Atrium Orchestrator, daily routine tasks can be automated so the staff can focus on higher value 
work. It eliminates operator errors by employing automated processes. The automated processes are built 
on best practice standards, and they provide compliance with corporate policies and regulatory 
requirements every time. BMC Atrium Orchestrator accomplishes all this using automation functionality 
provided by existing management solutions and interfaces. It coordinates and augments their actions rather 
than replaces them. 

BMC Atrium Orchestrator is abstracted from underlying IT infrastructure elements, whether mainframe or 
distributed, physical or virtual. Automation processes are built in a visual editor, using drag-and-drop 
operations. There is no need to deal with the details of the underlying IT resources—the solution takes care 
of generating vendor-specific commands required to carry out the required operations.  

As a result, there is no need to grapple with arcane, vendor-specific scripts any longer. What’s more, BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator abstraction releases IT from the hassle of changing scripts every time the infrastructure 
changes. BMC Atrium Orchestrator leverages an existing investment in current management components 
by augmenting—rather than replacing—their automation functionality. 

4.3 INTEGRATION: THE BMC ATRIUM ORCHESTRATOR APPLICATION ADAPTER FOR 
NETAPP STORAGE 

The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage integrates automated data center 
management with highly efficient NetApp shared storage infrastructure. The adapter bridges the BMC-
modeled workflows and the open management interfaces of NetApp Provisioning Manager.  

Technically, the adapter exploits features of NetApp Provisioning Manager and maintains a network 
connection with it. The communication exploits a Web service interface using XML objects and the HTTP 
protocol according to industry standards. The API and the protocol are defined as DataFabric Manager API 
4.0 in the NetApp Manageability SDK 4.0. 
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SEPARATION OF ROLES AND FUNCTIONALITY 

The functionality of NetApp Provisioning Manager can be exploited by the BMC Atrium Orchestrator 
Application Adapter for NetApp Storage. For the service-oriented consumption of storage, the tasks in Table 
3 must be performed. 

Table 3) Tasks to set up and consume storage services. 

Activity NetApp Provisioning Manager BMC Atrium Orchestrator 

One-time activity • Setup of storage services  
• Create storage service 
• Increase storage pools as needed to 

address data growth 
(For details, see section 6.) 

Create storage provisioning workflow 
(For details, see section 7.) 

Daily repeating activities – 
highly automated 

 • Consuming storage services for 
VM hypervisors, VMs, and Guest 
Partitions 

• Recycle storage resources 

5 CONFIGURATION SETTINGS 
The following sections explain the technical details on how to set up a bridge between BMC Atrium 
Orchestrator and NetApp Provisioning Manager. For instructions on installing the Provisioning Manager, 
refer to the installation instructions for NetApp Operations and Provisioning Manager. 

The organization of this section follows the steps highlighted in Table 3:  

1. Storage services are set up using Provisioning Manager by a person in a storage administrator role. 
This task is covered in section 6. 

2. A workflow is defined in BMC Atrium Orchestrator provisioning these storage services. This task is 
covered in section 7. 

ASSUMPTIONS 
• BMC Atrium Orchestrator software is installed and configured at the customer environment.  
• NetApp Provisioning Manager provides a highly available service interface to mediate between BMC 

Atrium Orchestrator and the NetApp shared storage infrastructure.  

6 CREATING STORAGE SERVICES: NETAPP 
This section covers the configuration of storage services in the NetApp Provisioning Manager. A storage 
service can be seen as a template of SLA, policies, and configurations. The process of consuming storage 
services generates a data set and inherits all attributes to it. The created data sets are then managed within 
predefined boundaries by Provisioning Manager. 

Note: In complex environments, several instances of Provisioning Manager may be deployed. The BMC 
Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage supports communication with multiple 
instances. 

6.1 CREATING A STORAGE SERVICE 
In the scope of this document, the BMC Atrium Orchestrator provisions storage resources for consumption 
using the abstraction of storage services. This way, the BMC provisioning workflow does not have to present 
the complexity of the shared storage infrastructure to service requesters. Instead, it relies on Provisioning 
Manager capabilities to manage and provide an easy-to-use abstraction.  
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After storage services are provided, they are visible to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for 
NetApp Storage for provisioning upon request. The storage service can be implemented on the NetApp 
shared storage infrastructure to become available to storage consumers by BMC Atrium Orchestrator 
provisioning workflows. 

Before implementing the storage service, it is best practice to plan and decide on the properties of the 
storage service. There must be a detailed understanding of the provided service guarantees and the 
protection policy of the data. 

Table 4) Decisions on service guarantees and protection policies. 

Decision Considerations 

Which protection policy? The protection policy 
determines backup and disaster recovery 
options for your data. 

How many backup/mirror/disaster recovery destinations are 
involved? This defines the maximum amount of required 
resource pools. However, a pool can be used for several 
destinations 

Where should the protection policy 
backup/mirror to? This information is 
necessary to create/assign resource pools in 
these locations. 

Where should the destinations be located?  
Are there already pools available matching the service-level 
requirements? 
Select controllers and aggregates fulfilling the service-level 
requirements in the desired locations. They will be grouped in a 
resource pool if not already pooled.  
Which resource pools need to be created? 

How should the storage be made available to 
the applications? 

Are there already provisioning policies available matching the 
application needs? 

 

Having this information at hand, the storage service can be implemented on the NetApp shared storage 
infrastructure to become available to BMC Atrium Orchestrator workflows. 

CREATE A STORAGE SERVICE 

Creating a storage service bundles together a protection policy, resource pools, and a provisioning policy. 
The created storage service will be listed in the storage service catalog. On instantiation of storage using 
storage service, a data set is created containing the requested storage resource. The data set and the 
requested storage resource inherit the specified properties. 

In the following steps, a storage service called “Silver Service” is created. It consists of the following policies 
and resource pools: 

• Protection policy. Mirror, then back up: This policy requires three resource pools: one each for 
primary, mirror. and backup node. 

• Provisioning policy. Primary data policy: An already configured provisioning policy where the primary 
node will be accessible using the NFS protocol. 

• Resource pools (RPs): 
− Primary pool: Primary data RP (at location A) 
− Mirror pool: Mirror RP (at location B) 
− Backup pool: Backup RP (at location B) 

The following steps can be performed on the NetApp Management Console (NMC) or by command line: 

1. Select Policies > Storage Services > Add. There are already storage services present. In the 
following steps, a Silver service is built. 
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3. The Add Storage Service Wizard comes up. The entry screen arises. No input is necessary. 
4. In the General Properties screen, enter the name of the service and further details about its maintainer 

and owner. Only the name is mandatory. 

 
 

5. Enter the group in which this service should be managed in the next dialog. 

http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_1.PNG�
http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_2.PNG�
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6. Next, select the desired protection policy in the Protection Policy screen. In the sample scenario, this is 
DR Mirror. 

 

 
7. Assign the resource pools and provisioning policy to each node in the protection policy. The node is 

highlighted and all nodes must be assigned. For the primary data node, the provisioning policy and the 
resource pool are selected. The pools for the mirror and backup nodes are assigned next. 

 

http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_5.PNG�
http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_4.PNG�
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The next screen summarizes the results of this procedure and closes the dialog. 

http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_6.PNG�
http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_7.PNG�
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The storage service is listed in the storage service catalog, meaning the storage service is now ready to be 
instantiated for concrete storage resources.  

 

http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_Add_8.PNG�
http://wikid.netapp.com/w/File:Storage_Service_2.PNG�
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6.2 BROWSING THE STORAGE SERVICE CATALOG 
The storage service catalog acts as an inventory of provided storage services. After a storage service is 
created, it is listed in the catalog. Usually the catalog is queried before consumption of storage services to 
either select it or verify its presence. The catalog is exposed by Provisioning Manager using the DataFabric 
Manager API, using the dfpm service list command line and NMC (see previous screen).  

6.3 CONSUMING STORAGE SERVICES 
The consumption of storage services is realized using the data set abstraction. Multiple data sets can be 
created from the same storage service. Within each data set, storage resources with the appropriate 
protection and provisioning policies are created. These resources are referred to as members. A data set 
can have multiple members. For the first member provisioned with a storage service, a data set must be 
created first. Subsequent members can be placed in this data set. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate how this works: 

1. Starting with a set of services denoted as Gold Service, Silver Service, and Bronze Service, a data set 
is created that inherits the attributes of the service. However, the data set does not contain any 
members or accessible resources at this point (Figure 5).  

2. Within the data set, members are provisioned. When the first member is provisioned, volumes are 
created in the resource pools and a qtree is provisioned, mirrored, and backed up. When further 
members are provisioned, they will end up in the same volume. When resources fill up, this process 
continues on another controller participating in the resource pool. The provisioning and protection policy 
is applied to the newly created members (Figure 6). 

Note: Multiple data sets can be created from a service. Thus, a data set is a handy abstraction to group 
storage of similar applications or storage resources belonging to one application instance within a certain 
service level. 

Once a data set is created from a storage service, a volume on one of the members of the primary resource 
group is created. 
 

 
Figure 5) Creating a data set from a storage service. 
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Figure 6) Provisioning members to a data set. These storage resources can be attached using their exports. 

7 CONSUMING STORAGE SERVICES: BMC 
This section describes the configuration of a workflow in BMC Development Studio to provision storage. To 
do this, the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage exploits the API of NetApp 
Provisioning Manager. As pointed out earlier, a BMC Atrium Orchestrator installation can communicate with 
more than one instance of NetApp Provisioning Manager. 

7.1 ESTABLISHING PROVISIONING MANAGER CONNECTIVITY 
The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage maintains communication with 
NetApp Provisioning Manager to send a storage service request. The adapter is able to establish 
connections to more than one Provisioning Manager. Sufficient privileges must be proved to NetApp 
Operations Manager before requests are processed. This is achieved by logging into an authorized user. On 
the NetApp Operations Manager host, a user must exist who has sufficient privileges for creating data sets 
and members.  

Next, the login credentials are made available to BMC Atrium Orchestrator. Their individual address with the 
login credentials is maintained in the properties of the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for 
NetApp Storage and is configurable on the GRID Web management interface. 

Use these steps to verify connectivity and login credential settings: 

1. Log into the Grid Manager and navigate to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp 
Storage settings. It is available on the BMC Atrium Orchestrator host and can be found at the link 
http://BMC_AO_hostname:8080/baocdp/gm/index.jsf when the standard port is used. 

http://bmc_ao_hostname:8080/baocdp/gm/index.jsf�
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2. Click Manage. This will open the Manage screen.  
3. Click Adapters. This will bring up a screen with all installed adapters. 
4. On the Adapters screen, select the NetAppActor and NetAppMonitor adapters. Other adapters may 

be installed as well. Start the edit screen by clicking the pencil button. 

 
 

Note: Remember the name of the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage. It is 
required to run and edit workflows in the BMC Development Studio. The name NetAppActor will go into the 
parameter adapter name described in Table 7 on page 23. 
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5. The following screen opens. Edit the Properties field to adapt the settings to your environment. 

 
 

6. Use the following snippet as a starting point. Replace the bold values for your specific setting. Leave 
the rest untouched if you use default settings. 

<config name="Shortname_for_ProvisioningManagerInstance"> 
  <target>ProvisioningManagerInstance_IPAddress</target> 
  <user-name>Domain\User</user-name> 
  <password>Password</password> 
  <protocol>http</protocol> 
  <port>8088</port> 
</config> 

In environments with multiple Operations Manager instances, create a config for each instance and 
concatenate them in the Properties field. 

Note: Remember the value of Shortname_for_ProvisioningManagerInstance; it is used as a 
parameter in the workflow to determine which NetApp Provisioning Manager instance the requests are 
routed to. A valid name must go into the target parameter described in Table 7 on page 23. 

7. Click OK to confirm your settings.  

7.2 BASIC STORAGE PROVISIONING WORKFLOW 
A storage provisioning workflow within BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage 
describes requests or changes to the storage service provided by Provisioning Manager. A use case 
workflow implements the necessary actions to provision storage. A storage use case is usually embedded in 
a bigger workflow. 

The storage use case expects a couple of input arguments in order to be able to instantiate storage as 
required. It gives back details on: 

• How to attach the provided storage resources 
• How to put it in the inventory and maintain it over its lifetime 

Thus, the workflow has to fit in a kind of skeleton. The following paragraph highlights mandatory input 
parameters of a basic provisioning pattern. It describes using an available workflow for the BMC Atrium 
Orchestrator. This use case can be used to provision storage out of the box. They query the Storage 
Service Catalog of Provisioning Manager, let a user select a service and a couple of details using a 
graphical user interface, and start provisioning.  
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ELEMENTS OF A STORAGE SERVICE PROVISIONING WORKFLOW 

The workflow of provisioning storage to its consumers depends on the customer environment. Nevertheless, 
there is a common pattern that follows the creation of data sets from services and adding members to it. 
This pattern is highlighted here to enable a quick start for further customizations. 

Note: A workflow is a sequence of activities with a distinct start and end. An XML object carries the state of 
the workflow and is handed over between activities. Thus, an activity takes its input from the XML object by 
accessing selected elements and also persists into this XML object. 

BASIC NAS PROVISIONING USE CASE 

This paragraph briefly describes the NAS provisioning use case for BMC Atrium Orchestrator. This workflow 
can be executed out of the box when: 

• Connectivity to Provisioning Manager is established. 
• A storage service exists with a provisioning policy suitable for the workflow. For example, use a 

NAS/NFS provisioning policy for the NAS workflow. 

Figure 7 shows the shipped NAS provisioning use case for a basic storage provisioning pattern. It follows 
the provisioning logic explained earlier and will be used as a basis to explain the sequence of actions. Later 
on, this workflow will be rendered for a better fit to the scenario. The workflow will return additional elements 
to identify the storage resource over its lifetime and enable a rapid provisioning using NetApp FlexClone 
cloning technology. 

 

 
Figure 7) NAS provisioning workflow with the BMC Atrium Orchestrator. 

The shipped workflow executes as follows: 

1. The workflow collects user input using a graphical user element for the storage, which should be 
provisioned in the activity Get Storage Data (a small workflow defining the data collection). It queries 
the Storage Service Catalog of Provisioning Manager and generates a mask for selecting the storage 
service and entering attributes. It generates parameters for storing the selected SLA name, storage 
name, and storage size.  

2. In Convert Storage Size Into Bytes, the storage size value is converted to bytes and stored in the 
converted storage size parameter.  

3. A default name for a data set is derived in Generate Dataset Name. 
4. NetApp Provisioning Manager is contacted to check if the data set specified is already available.  

− If the data set exists, a shortcut is taken to provision the requested storage (create a member of the 
data set).  

− If the data set does not exist, the execution follows along the path to create it first. 
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5. NetApp Provisioning Manager is contacted to start the provisioning of a requested storage resource. If 
the request was successful, this creates a provisioning job at Provisioning Manager and returns a job 
ID. This job is monitored to check its progress and state. 

6. The Fetch Important Data activity extracts data from the Provisioning Manager job ID response. It 
extracts selected attributes from the returned XML response and assigns them to parameters 
accessible in the workflow. 

RESULTS OF EXECUTING THIS WORKFLOW 
• A data set name is generated and a data set is created inheriting the properties of the storage service. 
• Controllers become members of the assigned resource pools. 
• A volume is created in the storage service. This volume has the same name as the data set and carries 

a qtree with a share exported using NFS. 

7.3 USE CASE 1: ON-DEMAND STORAGE PROVISIONING 
This section focuses on separating deployment information in templates. When describing service-
dependent details in a template, provisioning can run at a higher degree of automation. Rather than relying 
on manual input, the parameters are predefined for certain configurations. Thus, the data collection part is 
separated from the storage instantiation part of the shipped NAS provisioning use case: 

1. Storage service selector workflow. This part retrieves a list of available storage service in order to 
define the service quality of an ITaaS template. It is used whenever a new ITaaS template is going to 
be generated (for the definition of the storage service of a midsized business application, for example). 

2. Storage instantiation workflow. This part should run fully automatically so it does not request any 
manual user inputs. All input values are passed when executing this workflow. This workflow is 
executed whenever storage needs to be provisioned. 

Note: The programming of a workflow consists of defining the sequence of actions and the input/output 
mapping of parameters. The mapping is defined either using specific “Assign” elements or using on-entry or 
on-return of an activity. Double-click the activities or the outgoing paths of “Switch” statements to uncover 
detailed information about the state handling. 

STORAGE SERVICE SELECTOR WORKFLOW 

As input for selecting a storage service, the workflow needs the necessary information to retrieve the list of 
available services. As output, it delivers an identifier of the selected storage service. 

Conceptually, this simple workflow queries the storage service catalog, requires the selection of an existing 
storage service, and then the selection is fed back. 

 

 
Figure 8) Workflow to select a suitable service as input for the storage instantiation workflow. 

Table 5) Input parameters for the data collection workflow. 

Input Variable Name Meaning 

adapter name Name of BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage 

target Denotes which Provisioning Manager should handle the provisioning request 
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Table 6) Output parameter for the data collection workflow. 

Output Variable Name Meaning 

selected sla name Name of the selected storage service 

The workflow returns the name of the service in readable text form in an XML document. A sample output of 
this workflow when selecting the Gold storage service looks like this: 

<items> 
  <item> 
    <Gold> 
..</item> 
</items> 

Using this workflow, the corresponding storage service level of a template of an ITaaS instance can be 
configured. On instantiation of such a template, the value is handed into the storage instantiation workflow. 

STORAGE INSTANTIATION WORKFLOW 

In contrast to the basic provisioning workflow for BMC Atrium Orchestrator, this workflow does not collect 
the required data by contacting the user. The input parameters are handed over on instantiation of the 
workflow. Rather than generating a predefined data set name, an explicit data set name is handed into the 
workflow and is usable as a container for data of one instance since it results in a volume on the controller. 

Additional information is extracted at the end of the workflow. The last activity before the final stop element 
extracts information on how to attach the generated storage resource to its consumers. Within this element, 
a data structure (member-name) returned by Provisioning Manager is processed. The hostname of the 
controller and the volume it was provisioned to is extracted. Multiple entries might exist. This information is 
parsed within an extra activity shown in Figure 10. It returns the controller and volume in 
provisioning_controller and provisioning_volume. In a volume-centric storage layout, this 
information can be used to identify and implement development and test landscapes or template-based 
provisioning.  

The mandatory input parameters to this workflow are listed in Table 7. These input parameters must be 
present as elements in the XML object because they are required by the activities in this workflow. Input 
parameters with different names can be mapped to the following parameter naming. Consider this when 
integrating the storage provisioning workflow. 

Table 7) Input parameters to the basic storage provisioning pattern. 

Input Variable Name Meaning 

adapter name Name of BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage 

target Denotes which Provisioning Manager should handle the provisioning request 

dataset name Name of the data set storage should be provisioned in 

storage name Name of the provisioned storage 

storage size Describes the amount of requested storage in storage size units. 

storage size unit Describes the unit of the requested storage size. Possible values are MB (220 bytes), 
GB (230 bytes), TB (240 bytes). 

selected sla name 
Desired storage service SLA 
Note: Once the data set exists, there is no need to set this parameter. However, 
having it set is considered good practice and can simplify logging and debugging. 

host Denotes the host storage should be provisioned to 
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The output parameters of this workflow can be accessed by processing the elements of the handed XML 
object. Table 8 describes the available parameters and their meaning. These parameters are merged into 
the XML object during workflow execution. Parameters set at earlier stages of the workflow execution are 
accessible as well. Which parameters are fed back to the calling entity of this workflow is defined as a 
mapping in the End stage of the workflow. 

Table 8) Output parameters of the basic storage provisioning pattern. 

Output Variable Name Meaning 

dataset name Name of the data set in which the member was provisioned to 

name of provisioned storage Denotes the name of the newly created data set member 

size of provisioned storage in MB Denotes the size of the newly created data set in megabytes. 

current stage of provisioning storage task Denotes the current stage of the provisioning task. A storage 
provisioning request starts a job whose progress is reported in 
this parameter. 

current progress of provisioning storage task Denotes the current progress of the newly created data set 

provisioning storage task description Describes the provisioning task 

nfs export path Export path of the provisioned storage—only for storage services 
with NFS or NFS/CIFS provisioning policies 

cifs export path Export path of the CIFS accessible provisioned storage. Applies 
only to services with CIFS or NFS/CIFS provisioning policies. 

provisioning_controller Returns the name of the controller hosting the storage resource 
that was provisioned 

provisioning_volume Returns the volume name in which provisioning_controller stores 
the provisioned resource 

 

 
Figure 9) Basic sequence of a storage provisioning workflow. 

This workflow can be tested in the BMC Development Studio and executes as follows: 

1. In the Assign activity, all input parameters listed in Table 7 are set to default values.  
2. In the Convert Storage Size Into Bytes activity, the set storage size and storage size unit 

parameters are transformed into a value with the unit byte. The result of this conversion is stored in 
converted storage size. 
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3. NetApp Provisioning Manager is contacted to check if the data set specified is already available. 
Passing this step verifies your login credentials and Provisioning Manager communication.  
− If the data set exists, a shortcut is taken to provision the requested storage (create a member of the 

data set).  
− If the data set does not exist, the execution follows along the path to create it first. 

4. NetApp Provisioning Manager is contacted to start the provisioning of a requested storage resource. If 
the request was successful, this creates a provisioning job at Provisioning Manager and returns a job 
ID. This job is monitored to check its progress and state. 

5. The Fetch Important Data activity extracts the data from the Provisioning Manager job ID response. It 
extracts selected attributes from the returned XML response and assigns them to parameters 
accessible in the workflow. 

The following screenshot of the BMC Development Studio shows the extraction activity of the 
provisioning_controller and provisioning_volume parameters. The input parameter find 
members response contains the response of the query Find Members of Dataset. Members are a set of 
controllers and volumes. 

 

 
Figure 10) Extraction of controller and volume information find export path of provisioned storage activity. 
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RESULTS OF EXECUTING THIS WORKFLOW 
• The name of a storage resource, a data set name, the service level, and the storage size is handed 

over. 
• If the data set does not exist, it is created inheriting the properties of the storage service.  
• Controllers become members of the assigned resource pools 
• A volume is created in the storage service. Within this volume, a qtree is generated containing a share 

exported using NFS.  
• When the data set exists, additional provisioned storage resources are created within that data set and 

volume. This allows the implementation of volume-centric storage layouts and use the data set name as 
an identifier for an application instance. 

7.4 USE CASE 2: TEMPLATE-BASED PROVISIONING AND DEV/TEST 
This workflow addresses the cloning of an existing instance, more precisely of its storage. The central 
element in this use case is FlexClone; it creates a space-efficient, writable Snapshot copy of an existing 
volume. Thus, cloning data organized in a volume, such as template data of an application instance or 
development/test systems, can be instantiated instantly and with space efficiency.  

Figure 11 shows a cloning workflow. To enable this workflow, the provisioning_controller and 
provisioning_volume parameters were introduced. These parameters act as inputs for target-host 
and parent-volume. Consistency of the running application needs to be taken into account when 
performing consistent application Snapshot copies. 

 
Figure 11) Workflow for cloning a volume with FlexClone. 

Input parameters for the cloning workflow are described in Table 9, output variables in Table 10. 

Table 9) Input variables for the cloning workflow. 

Input Variable Name Meaning 

adapter name Name of BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage 

target Denotes which Provisioning Manager should handle the provisioning request 

target-host Denotes the controller that stores the volume to be cloned. The parameter 
provisioned_controller puts this information back in the storage 
instantiation workflow. 

parent-volume Identifies the volume to be cloned. The parameter provisioned_volume 
puts this information back in the storage instantiation workflow. 

volume Name of the created FlexClone volume 
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Table 10) Output variables of the cloning workflow. 

Output Variable Name Meaning 

error Result of the volume cloning process. If it was successful, the created 
volume can be attached and maintained in the CMDB, otherwise not. 

When cloning a volume, its export settings are cloned as well. In order to attach the clone of the volume to a 
new instance, the export settings need to be changed in order to enforce confidentiality and integrity. 

RESULTS OF EXECUTING THIS WORKFLOW 

When this workflow is executed, a cloning request is handed using Provisioning Manager to the identified 
controller for the named volume. This enables rapid provisioning of application instances or development 
and testing environments. 

7.5 USE CASE 2 REFINED: PROMOTING INSTANCE FROM DEV/TEST TO PRODUCTION 
The cloning workflow performs the cloning operation of a specified volume on a specified controller. For the 
clone, the provisioning settings and the properties of the primary pool were inherited while cloning. The 
protection policy is not automatically inherited. For a dev/test setting with a short lifetime, this is sufficient.  

However, there are reasons why a cloned volume is promoted to production grade data protection settings. 
This can be the case for template-based provisioning or promoting a development system to a production 
system again. 

To switch the data protection settings of a cloned volume on, it needs to be put under the control of a data 
set with according policies. Technically, the management API supports this case using the 
dataset-add-member API call. On the API level, this call needs to be wrapped into a dataset-edit-
begin and dataset-edit-commit call, which opens an editing session of a data set. Using this call, 
Provisioning and Protection Manager can be instructed to manage a specific volume with the properties of a 
selected data set. 

We assume the existence of a data set that was generated from a storage service. This data set will then 
adopt the cloned volume and inherit its data protection and backup policy. Once applied, Protection 
Manager enforces the execution of the policy. The workflow in Figure 12 attaches the data protection policy 
to a cloned volume. Its input and output parameters are listed in Table 11 and Table 12. 

Table 11) Input variables of the workflow to protect a cloned volume. 

Input Variable Name Meaning 

adapter name Name of BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for NetApp Storage 

target Denotes which Provisioning Manager should handle the provisioning request 

target-host Denotes the controller that stores the volume. 

volume Denotes the cloned volume that should be protected. 

dataset-name Identifier for the data set that should adopt the cloned volume. 

Table 12) Output variable of the workflow to protect a cloned volume 

Output Variable Name Meaning 

error Result of the dataset-add-member request. 
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Figure 12) Adapted workflow to promote a cloned volume and put it under control of Protection/Provisioning 
Manager. 

RESULTS OF EXECUTING THIS WORKFLOW 

When this workflow is executed, an existing volume is protected by the protection policy of the selected data 
set. A prerequisite is that the volume is already discovered by Operations Manager. 

7.6 EXPERT-LEVEL WORKFLOW EDITING 
Conceptually, the programming of a workflow follows the sequence of the DataFabric Manager API logic to 
perform actions at provision storage. Readers with skills in exploiting the DataFabric Manager API will notice 
this correspondence and can exploit API knowledge easily. When unfolding predefined activities, the 
parameter composition will become visible and allow the expert to edit or add additional parameters. 
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